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Cell movementsCranial placodes are local thickenings of the vertebrate head ectoderm that contribute to the paired sense organs
(olfactory epithelium, lens, inner ear, lateral line), cranial ganglia and the adenohypophysis. Here we use tissue
grafting anddye injections to generated fatemaps of the dorsal cranial part of the non-neural ectoderm forXenopus
embryos between neural plate and early tailbud stages. We show that all placodes arise from a crescent-shaped
area located around the anterior neural plate, the pre-placodal ectoderm. In agreement with proposed roles of
Six1 and Pax genes in the speciﬁcation of a panplacodal primordium and different placodal areas, respectively,
we show that Six1 is expressed uniformly throughout most of the pre-placodal ectoderm, while Pax6, Pax3, Pax8
and Pax2 each are conﬁned to speciﬁc subregions encompassing the precursors of different subsets of placodes.
However, the precursors of the vagal epibranchial and posterior lateral line placodes, which arise from the posteri-
ormost pre-placodal ectoderm, upregulate Six1 and Pax8/Pax2 only at tailbud stages. Whereas our fate map
suggests that regions of origin for different placodes overlap extensivelywith eachother andwith other ectodermal
fates at neural plate stages, analysis of co-labeled placodes reveals that the actual degree of overlap ismuch smaller.
Time lapse imaging of the pre-placodal ectodermat single cell resolution demonstrates that no directed, large-scale
cell rearrangements occur, when the pre-placodal region segregates into distinct placodes at subsequent stages.
Our results indicate that individuation of placodes from the pre-placodal ectoderm does not involve large-scale
cell sorting in Xenopus.iences & RegenerationMedicine
way, University Road, Galway,
Schlosser).
rights reserved.© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Together with the neural crest, cranial placodes give rise to large
parts of the vertebrate peripheral nervous system. Paired cranial
sense organs like nose, ear and lateral line, the anterior pituitary (ad-
enohypophysis), the lens, and neurons in many cranial sensory
ganglia all arise from placodes (reviewed in Bailey and Streit, 2006;
Baker and Bronner-Fraser, 2001; Brugmann and Moody, 2005;
McCabe and Bronner-Fraser, 2009; Schlosser, 2006, 2010; Streit,
2007). Based on their different position and fate, several types of plac-
odes can be distinguished: From anterior to posterior, these are the
adenohypophyseal, olfactory, lens, trigeminal and profundal, otic, a
series of epibranchial and a series of lateral line placodes (reviewed
in Baker and Bronner-Fraser, 2001; Schlosser, 2006, 2010). Placodes
are morphologically recognizable as local thickenings of the ectoderm
or as regions of interrupted basement membranes (Schlosser and
Northcutt, 2000). In Xenopus, distinct placodal thickenings appear in
the deep ectodermal layer at the end of neurulation (Schlosser andNorthcutt, 2000) (Fig. 1). At early tail bud stage (stage 21), three
thickened placodal areas can be distinguished: an anterior placodal
area, including the prospective adenohypophyseal and olfactory
placode, a trigeminal/profundal placodal area, positioned around the
dorsal and posterior rim of the eye vesicle, and a posterior placodal
area, comprising the prospective otic, lateral line, epibranchial, and
hypobranchial placodes. The prospective lens placode only thickens
at subsequent stages. These placodal areas break up into individual
placodes between early (stage 21) and late tail bud stages (stage
33/34) (Schlosser and Ahrens, 2004; Schlosser and Northcutt, 2000).
Because of their different positions and fates, cranial placodes were
long considered a heterogeneous assembly of structures with different
developmental origins (Graham and Begbie, 2000). However, two
lines of evidence now suggest that all cranial placodes arise from a com-
mon precursor — a panplacodal primordium. First, fate maps in teleost
(Dutta et al., 2005; Kozlowski et al., 1997; Whitlock and Westerﬁeld,
2000), amphibian (e.g., Carpenter, 1937; Eagleson and Harris, 1990;
Eagleson et al., 1995; Fautrez, 1942; Jacobson, 1959; Röhlich, 1931;
Vogt, 1929), and amniote embryos (Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Couly
and Le Douarin, 1985, 1987, 1990; D'Amico-Martel and Noden, 1983;
Rudnick, 1944; Schoenwolf and Sheard, 1990; Streit, 2002; Xu et al.,
2008) suggest that different types of placodes arise from a crescent
shaped region around the anterior neural plate, the so-called pre-
Fig. 1. Schematic overview of placodal development in Xenopus laevis (lateral views). A: Neural plate stage embryo showing the approximate position of the panplacodal primordium
giving rise to all placodes. B: After neural fold closure, placodal areas giving rise to different placodes are closely apposed. Otic, epibranchial and lateral line placodes will all arise from
a posterior placodal area (turquoise; region of prospective otic placode shown in brown). Neural crest streams are shown as blue broken lines. C: At tailbud stages, individual placodes
have segregated (same color code as in fatemaps shown in Figs. 6–8). Abbreviations: VII: facial epibranchial placode; IX: glossopharyngeal epibranchial placode; X1:ﬁrst vagal epibranchial
placode; X2/3: second and third vagal epibranchial placodes (fused); AD: anterodorsal lateral line placode; AV: anteroventral lateral line placode; L: lens placode; LL/Ot/EB: posterior
placodal area, from which lateral line (LL), otic (Ot) and epibranchial (EB) placodes develop; M: middle lateral line placode, Ot: otic placode; Ol: olfactory placode; P: posterior lateral
line placode; Pr: profundal placode; V: trigeminal placode.
Modiﬁed from Schlosser and Northcutt (2000) and Schlosser and Ahrens (2004).
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neural crest laterally. And second, the pre-placodal ectoderm appears
to be placodally biased, i.e. has a common “ground state” promoting ge-
neric placodal properties or facilitating the differentiation into any of
the different placodes.
This was initially suggested by grafting experiments in amphib-
ians (Gallagher et al., 1996; Grainger et al., 1997; Henry and Grainger,
1987; Jacobson, 1963). Meanwhile, transcription factors of the Six1/2,
Six4/5 and Eya families have emerged as strong candidates for pro-
teins contributing to this placodal bias, since they are ﬁrst expressed
in pre-placodal ectoderm and later in all placodes (Abdelhak et al.,
1997; Bessarab et al., 2004; David et al., 2001; Duncan et al., 1997;
Esteve and Bovolenta, 1999; Ghanbari et al., 2001; Kobayashi et al.,
2000; Mishima and Tomarev, 1998; Ohto et al., 1998; Oliver et al.,
1995; Pandur and Moody, 2000; Sahly et al., 1999; Schlosser and
Ahrens, 2004; Seo et al., 1998; Xu et al., 1997). Moreover, loss of func-
tion of Six1 and Eya1 severely compromises proliferation, morpho-
genesis and neuronal differentiation in multiple placodes (Bricaud
and Collazo, 2006; Chen et al., 2009; Ikeda et al., 2007, 2010; Konishi
et al., 2006; Kozlowski et al., 2005; Laclef et al., 2003; Li et al., 2003;
Nica et al., 2006; Ozaki et al., 2004; Schlosser et al., 2008; Xu et al.,
1999; Zheng et al., 2003; Zou et al., 2004). Recent experiments in
chick embryos indeed show that only pre-placodal ectoderm is able
to respond to FGF with otic placode formation (Martin and Groves,
2006) supporting the hypothesis that adoption of a panplacodal
ground state is a prerequisite for the formation of individual placodes.
However, evidence for a common origin of all placodes is still in-
complete, because fate maps are available only for a subset of pla-
codes or developmental stages. The most comprehensive set of
placodal fate maps is available for chick embryos ranging from gastrula
to neural fold stages (Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Couly and Le Douarin,
1985, 1987, 1990; D'Amico-Martel and Noden, 1983; Rudnick, 1944;
Schoenwolf and Sheard, 1990; Streit, 2002; Xu et al., 2008), but the re-
gions of origin of individual epibranchial placodes (i.e. geniculate, pe-
trosal and nodosal placodes) in neural plate stage embryos still need
to be resolved. In teleosts, detailed fate maps are only available for the
rostralmost placodes at neurula stages (Dutta et al., 2005; Whitlock
and Westerﬁeld, 2000). In amphibians, fate maps of the non-neural ec-
todermhave been established for gastrula andneural plate stages of sev-
eral species, but none of these comprehensively analyzed the origin of
different placodes (Carpenter, 1937; Chibon, 1967; Eagleson and Harris,
1990; Eagleson et al., 1995; Fautrez, 1942; Jacobson, 1959; Keller, 1975;
Løvtrup, 1966; Pasteels, 1942; Röhlich, 1931; Vogt, 1929). This is also
true for Xenopus, where the subsequent development of individual
placodes has been documented in detail (Schlosser and Northcutt,
2000; Schlosser and Ahrens, 2004; reviewed in Schlosser, 2006,
2010).To elucidate the region of origin of placodes in Xenopus and to test
whether indeed all placodes arise from a common precursor region,
we here used tissue grafting and labeling with ﬂuorescent dyes to
generate fate maps of the non-neural ectoderm at neural plate stages
(stage 13/14), at the end of neurulation (stage 19/20), and in early tail
bud stage embryos (stage 23/24). Our lineage analysis conﬁrms that
all placodes arise from a common precursor region and indicates
their regions of origin. However, we show for the ﬁrst time that pos-
terior epibranchial and lateral line placodes arise posterior to the Six1
expressing domain at neural plate stages and only upregulate Six1
later. Regions of origins of different placodes overlap extensively in
our fate map of neural plate stage embryos and segregate later in de-
velopment, as has also been observed in chick and zebraﬁsh embryos
(Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Dutta et al., 2005; Kozlowski et al., 1997;
Streit, 2002; Xu et al., 2008). However, we argue that the degree of
overlap is inevitably overestimated by the fate mapping techniques
used.
Based on the movements of dye-labeled groups of cells in chick
embryos, previous studies suggested that the intermingled precursor
cells for different placodes may disassociate from each other over
time by “cell sorting”, i.e. directed cell movements of cells speciﬁed
for different placodal fates (Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Streit, 2002).
However, these studies did not investigate to what extent moving
cells do change their neighbors and, thus, left open to what extent
the observed cell movements are due to the movement of cells rela-
tive to each other or merely reﬂect differential growth and stretching
of the ectoderm. Moreover, the documented cell movements did not
provide compelling evidence for directed cell sorting but were also
compatible with random movements of unspeciﬁed cells. To further
understand how individual placodes segregate from the panplacodal
primordium, we here used time-lapse video-microscopy to analyze
single cell movements of ectodermal cells in relation to their neigh-
bors. Our ﬁndings show that cell movements in the pre-placodal
ectoderm are relatively local and undirected suggesting that the pan-
placodal primordium segregates into individual placodes without
large scale cell sorting.
Methods
Embryo manipulations and fate mapping by tissue grafts
Embryos of Xenopus laevis were obtained by hormone-induced
egg laying and staged according to Nieuwkoop and Faber (1967). Ex-
tirpation and transplantation operations were accomplished using
Dumont forceps and sharpened Minutien pins. Embryos were placed
in cavities carved out with forceps in 2% agar with 1% ﬁne-ﬁltered
charcoal (for background) and cultured in Holtfreter's solution (Sive
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the tissue was stabilized with forceps, and the embryo was made im-
mobile by tightly wedging it within an agar cavity. Albino embryos
were visualized and staged by immersing them in 1% vital blue in
0.1 MMR (Sive et al., 2000). For Hoechst labeling, a speciﬁc area of
the pre-placodal region was excised using Minutien pins. The graft
was loosened and pulled out with hair loops. With a Spemann pi-
pette, the excised tissue was transferred to a drop of 0.1 MMR solu-
tion containing Hoechst 33258 (Sigma, 200 μM ﬁnal concentration)
and incubated for 5 min. It was then transferred back to the original
dish containing the embryo of origin and re-inserted in its original
orientation. Embryos were allowed to develop to stage 39 and photo-
graphed. For the pigmented-to-albino operations, albino and pigmen-
ted embryos of the same stage were snugly ﬁtted into adjacent agar
cavities. A small area of the pre-placodal area was cut out from a pig-
mented embryo. To assure proper orientation trapezoid-shaped grafts
were cut from identical pre-placodal positions for each embryo. The
pigmented graft was then inserted into the albino embryo after
each operation. Pictures were taken at speciﬁc stages up to stage 39,
when the fate of the graft was determined from its position in whole-
mount embryos.
Fate mapping by dye injections
To generate fate maps at stage 13/14, stage 19/20 and stage 23/24,
groups of cells of the non-neural ectoderm around the anterior neural
plate/fold were labeled with the ﬂuorescent dyes CellTracker™ CM-
DiI and/or DiO (Invitrogen). Stock solutions of CM-DiI (2 mg/ml in
ethanol) and DiO (2.5 mg/ml in ethanol) were diluted 1:10 in 10% su-
crose and microinjected into the ectoderm using a micropipette with
tip diameter of 20 μm and low pressure, thereby labeling only small
groups of cells. Using a Leica ﬂuorescence stereomicroscope and
Leica LAS AF software, neural plate stage embryos (stage 13/14)Fig. 2. Standardization of measurements for dye injections at neural plate stages (stage 13/1
stages (stage 23/24; E, E′, F, F′). Lateral views in A, A′, C, C′, E, E′ and frontal views in B, B′, D, D
fold and tailbud stages, double outlines are drawn for frontal views (D′, F′) to indicate th
Immediately after labeling with DiI (red) or DiO (green), embryos were photographed in a
cells (green or red dots in A′–F′) along the anteroposterior axis (a–p) and their perpendic
edge of the neural tube (Nt-Inj.; C′, E′) were measured in lateral views. The position of the a
along the left–right axis (r–l) and from the inner neural folds (iNF-Inj.; stage 13/14; B′) or fro
were expressed as a percentage of the total length (lateral views) or width (frontal views) of th
cg: cement gland.were positioned to give precise lateral views (with sagittal planes
parallel to the background) and photographed and measured imme-
diately after DiI and/or DiO microinjection. The position of DiI and/
or DiO labeled cells along the anteroposterior axis of the embryo
and their distance from the dorsal edge of the neural folds (stage
13/14) or the dorsal edge of the neural tube (stage 19/20 and stage
23/24) was determined (Fig. 2). For cell groups marked at the anteri-
or end of the embryo, embryos were positioned to give precise frontal
views (with transverse planes parallel to the background) and photo-
graphs and measurements were taken. The position of labeled cells
along the left–right axis and their distance from the inner neural
folds (stage 13/14) or from the dorsal border of the cement gland
was then determined (Fig. 2). To normalize measurements, all dis-
tances were expressed as a percentage of the total length of the em-
bryo. The position of cells tracked in time-lapse imaging as well as
of the outlines of expression domains of Six1, Pax2, Pax3, Pax6, and
Pax8 after whole mount in situ hybridization was similarly deter-
mined. Dye injected embryos were grown until stage 33/34, when
placodes are morphologically distinct (Schlosser and Northcutt,
2000) and ﬁxed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). The dye labeled plac-
odes were then identiﬁed in transverse cryosections.
Cryosections
PFA-ﬁxed embryos were preincubated in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS)with 10% sucrose for 20 min. For cryoprotection, this solutionwas
replaced with PBS with 20% sucrose and incubated at 4 °C overnight.
Embryos were transferred into embedding medium (O.C.T. Compound,
Roth) and frozen in 2-methylbutane cooled with liquid nitrogen. Trans-
verse sections (8 μm)were cutwith a cryostat (Leica) and transferred to
chromalum-gelatinized slides. Sectionswere stained for 30 min at room
temperature in the dark with DAPI (100 ng/ml), rinsed 3×10 min in
PBS, and coverslipped with ﬂuoromounting solution (DAKO).4; A, A′, B, B′), at the end of neurulation (stage 19/20; C, C′, D, D′), and at early tail bud
′, F, F′. At the neural plate stage, outlines of neural folds are indicated (A′, B′). At neural
at embryos are narrower rostral (inner outline) than further caudal (outer outline).
precisely oriented lateral (A, C, E) or frontal position (B, D, F). The position of labeled
ular distance from the dorsal edge of the neural folds (Nf-Inj.; A′) or from the dorsal
nteriormost labeled cells was determined in frontal views by measuring their position
m the border of the cement gland (cg-Inj.; stages 19/20 and 23/24; D′, F′). All distances
e embryo. Red and green arrows in A′–F′ illustrate the measured distances. Abbreviation:
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Wholemount in situ hybridization was carried out as previously de-
scribed (Harland, 1991; Schlosser and Ahrens, 2004) using digoxigenin-
labeled antisense probes for Six1 (Pandur and Moody, 2000), Pax6
(Hollemann et al., 1998), Pax3 (Bang et al., 1997), Pax2 (Heller and
Brändli, 1997) and Pax8 (Heller and Brändli, 1999).
Microinjections
Embryos were injected according to standard procedures (Sive
et al., 2000). Using the Message Machine Kit (Ambion), capped
mRNA was made from linearized plasmids encoding H2B-RFP (H2B-
RFP-pCS2+, kindly provided by J. Wallingford), MEM-GFP (kindly
provided by J. Wallingford), and EosFP (EosFP-pCS2+, kindly provid-
ed by W. Knöchel; Wiedenmann et al., 2004). For time lapse imaging,
either a combination of H2B-RFP and MEM-GFP mRNA (250 pg each)
or EosFP mRNA (250 pg) was injected into one of eight blastomeres
that gives rise to dorsal ectoderm. Injected embryos were grown
until stage 13, and then prepared for time-lapse imaging. Coinjection
of H2B-RFP and MEM-GFP leads to green ﬂuorescent membranes and
red ﬂuorescent nuclei (Kanda et al., 1998; Wallingford et al., 2000).
Injection of EosFP results in general green ﬂuorescent labeling of cells.
After photoconversion by UV irradiation, EosFP changes irreversibly
from green to red ﬂuorescence (Wacker et al., 2007; Wiedenmann et al.,
2004). To follow the movements of ectodermal cells by time-lapse imag-
ing, some of the EosFP expressing cells of stage 13 embryos were photo-
converted by UV-irradiating the embryo for 2.5 min at 395–455 nm
after covering part of the EosFP expressing region with aluminum foil.
Time-lapse imaging
Embryos coinjected with MEM-GFP and H2B-RFP or injected with
EosFP were grown until neural plate stage. To allow imaging of the
deep ectodermal layer at this stage, the superﬁcial ectodermal layer
was removed using a micropipette (diameter 10 μm) with negative
pressure. In a few cases, in which ﬂuorescent labeling was largely re-
stricted to the deep ectodermal layer and absent from superﬁcial ecto-
derm, embryos were imaged without removal of the superﬁcial layer.
Embryos were then ﬁxed in plasticine dishes ﬁlled with Danilchick's
Blastocoel buffer (Sive et al., 2000). Injected embryos were ﬁlmed be-
ginning at neural plate stages over a period of several hours by using a
motorized Leica stereomicroscope MZ16FA including a monochrome
DFC350 FX camera and Leica LAS AF software. Z-stacks of images
(20 μm intervals in a range of 400 μm) were collected every 5 min with
two different ﬂuorescent ﬁlters (450–490 nm and 500–550 nm). From
each z-stack, the layer in which the ectodermal region of interest was in
best focus was selected and these layers were afterwards merged to a
time-lapse movie. For the analysis of cell movements, nuclei of randomly
selected ectodermal cellswithin the pre-placodal regionwere color coded
and tracked from frame to frame in time lapse movies using ImageJ.
Statistical analysis of cell movements
For 6 of our time lapse movies (ﬁve for which superﬁcial ectoderm
was removed and one with superﬁcial ectoderm intact), 36 target
cells were randomly chosen. The position of their nuclei together
with the position of the nuclei of each of their neighboring cells in-
cluding cells that moved away and ceased to be neighbors as well as
cells that moved towards and ultimately became new neighbors of
the target cell were tracked for the entire recorded time period. This
allowed us to determine the directions into which old neighbors were
lost or from which new neighbors were gained as well as the distance
(in cell diameters) that lost/gained neighbors traveled until/from the
end/beginning of the recorded time period. The data obtained for 30
of these target cells (from theﬁvemovies, forwhich superﬁcial ectodemwas removed) were then used for statistical analysis. For this, all
observed directions of movements were categorized into 45° sectors.
The statistical analysis of the movement towards and away from a
target cell aimed at checking if the observed behavior was compatible
with the null hypothesis of a completely random behavior. Assuming
that moving cells behaved independently from another, the null hy-
pothesis considers all movements as realizations of a random walk,
which occurs with the same probability into each direction. Rejection
of this hypothesis would provide evidence for directed movements.
To test this, the movements of all gained neighbors towards a target
cell were combined into one net-movement by vector addition, and
the same was done for the movements of all lost neighbors away
from the target cells. To check if the observed differences in direction
were compatible with those expected under the null hypothesis, the
probabilities of all possible direction differences were determined
by Monte Carlo simulation. This simulation used the actually ob-
served numbers of gained (G) and lost (L) neighbors and their dis-
tance traveled towards or away from a given target cell expressed
in multiples of cell diameters (steps S) and produced the probabilities
of observing a difference of 0, 1, 2, or 3 45° sectors between the direc-
tion of net-movement of G cells towards and of L cells away from the
target after S steps. For each of the 30 target cells 1000 Monte Carlo
replications were used to calculate the difference probabilities. It must
be noted that the null hypothesis, which postulates that all directions
are equally likely, only considers a single step of the movement. The
simulation of several steps of movements towards and away from a
cell as performed here creates non-equal probabilities for the resulting
combined direction. In principle, all calculations necessary to determine
the probabilities for the combined directions could be carried out in
closed form, but this was avoided here by employing a simulation pro-
cedure. Having determined the probability for differences between
movement directions, the expected numbers for each of the direction
differences (rounded to 45° sectors as for the observations) were calcu-
lated and compared with the observed numbers by a χ2 test, using
α=0.05 for the error of erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis.
Results
To determine the regions of origin of placodes in Xenopus, we gen-
erated fate maps of the dorsal cranial non-neural ectoderm at differ-
ent stages of embryonic development. We ﬁrst constructed a rough
fate map at neural plate stages using tissue grafting. Small pieces of
ectoderm from a pigmented or Hoechst labeled donor embryo were
orthotopically grafted into an albino or unlabeled host. The fate of
the graft was then determined in wholemounts at late tail bud stages
(Fig. 3). To obtain more ﬁne-grained fate maps, we then used the ﬂuo-
rescent dyes CM-DiI and DiO to label small groups of cells (on average
ﬁve to ﬁfteen cells) via microinjection at three different stages of devel-
opment (neural plate stage, neural fold closure and early tail bud stage).
Positions of the labeled cells were determined immediately after injec-
tion (Fig. 2). Labeled cells were then identiﬁed in cryosections prepared
at late tail bud stage (Fig. 4), when placodes aremorphologically distinct
(Schlosser and Northcutt, 2000). A total of 113 (neural plate stage), 82
(at the end of neurulation), and 105 (early tail bud stage) DiI/DiO injec-
tions were evaluated. We quantiﬁed the extent of intermingling be-
tween precursors for different placodes at each stage in two ways.
First, we measured the degree of overlap between the inferred areas of
origin of adjacent placodes in our fate maps using ImageJ and second,
we determined the proportion of cases, in which both of these adjacent
placodes were actually co-labeled by a single dye spot (Fig. 5).
All placodes arise from a common domain situated around the anterior
neural plate
Our grafting experiments and ﬁne-grained lineage analyses con-
ﬁrm that all placodes arise from a common region of the non-neural
Fig. 3. Fate map of Xenopus non-neural ectoderm at neural plate stages using tissue grafts. A: Example of pigmented graft transplanted into albino host at stage 14 (left panel) and
then followed throughout development until mid-tailbud stage (right panel). B: Example of tailbud stage embryo that had received a Hoechst labeled graft at the neural plate stage.
C: Changes of shapes of three grafts (blue, yellow, red) between stage 14 (left), stage 22 (middle) and stage 24 (right) projected onto outlines of Xenopus embryos (Nieuwkoop and
Faber, 1967). Note the wedge shaped expansion of the anterior graft. D: Summary of placodal fates adopted at tailbud stages (stage 39) by grafts from the indicated positions at
neural plate stages. Data are compiled from pigmented and Hoechst-labeled grafts as indicated. Due to the close apposition of some placodes or their derivatives at tailbud stages
– viz. the trigeminal and profundal placodes, the anterodorsal and anteroventral lateral line placodes, and the facial and glossopharyngeal epibranchial placodes – it was often not
possible to determine whether one or both of these placodes were labeled by a graft and we, therefore, only noted whether any of them were labeled.
261M. Pieper et al. / Developmental Biology 360 (2011) 257–275ectoderm, the pre-placodal ectoderm (Figs. 3, 6). We never did, how-
ever, dye-label any of the hypobranchial placodes (Schlosser and
Northcutt, 2000), but these are very small and may easily have been
missed. At neural plate stages, the pre-placodal ectoderm forms an
approximately 200–250 μm wide band located around the anteriorpart of the neural plate (ranging until 45% of the anteroposterior
axis) and laterally appositioned to the neural crest (Figs. 6A, B).
Throughout this region, cells contributing to different placodes are
found extensively intermingled with each other (see below for de-
tails) and with prospective epidermal cells. Cells of the pre-placodal
Fig. 4. Examples of DiI or DiO labeled cells and their fates. The positions of DiI (red) or DiO (green) labeled cells in neural plate stage embryos (stage 13/14; A, B, C), at the end of
neurulation (stage 19/20; D, E, F) and at early tail bud stage (stage 23/24; G, H, I) are shown. Lateral views in B, C, E, F, H and I, frontal view in A, D and G. Their fates were identiﬁed
in transverse cryosections at late tail bud stage (stage 33/34) (A′–I′). Nuclei are stained with DAPI. Levels of sections are indicated in the diagram below. In neural plate stage
embryos, cells at the border of the outer neural folds (A) give rise to cells of the olfactory placode (A′), whereas labeled cells in the outer neural folds (B) were later identiﬁed
in the trigeminal ganglion (B′), and labeled cells located immediately ventral to the neural folds (C) were found in the ganglion of anterodorsal lateral line nerve (C′). At the
end of neurulation, a group of cells labeled just dorsal to the cement gland (D), contributes to the olfactory placode (D′); cells labeled more posterior in a dorsal position (E) contribute
to the middle lateral line and otic placodes (E′); whereas cells labeled more ventral (F) give rise to the posterior lateral line placode (F′). At early tail bud stage, cells located in the most
anterior part of the non-neural ectoderm (G) give rise to the adenohypophysis (G′); labeled cells within the anteroventral part of the non-neural ectoderm (H) contribute to the lens (H′);
while cells locatedmore posterior and dorsal (I) developed into a part of the glossopharyngeal epibranchial placode (I′). Abbreviations: gAD: ganglion of anterodorsal lateral line placode;
gV: trigeminal ganglion; n: notochord; nt: neural tube; pA: adenohypophyseal placode; pIX: glossopharyngeal epibranchial placode; pL: lens placode; pOL: olfactory placode; pOt: otic
placode; pM: middle lateral line placode; pP: posterior lateral line placode; r: retina; s: somite; vOt: otic vesicle.
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stomodeum and the neural ectoderm rostrally and with prospective
neural crest cells caudally (Figs. 6A, B). Moreover, single injections
sometimes resulted in the co-labeling of placodal cells with one of
these other ectodermal derivatives (Figs. 5, 6B). Prospective epider-
mal and stomodeal cells continue to be intermingled and occasionally
co-labeled with prospective placodal cells even after neural fold clo-
sure (Figs. 7A, B) and at early tail bud stage (Figs. 8A, B). While we
also occasionally found neural crest and neural tube (mostly neural
retina) cells labeled together with placodal cells at these later stages,
these cases reﬂect the inadvertent labeling of deeper tissues (neural
tube/retina or neural crest streams underlying the non-neural ecto-
dermal layer), rather than the intermingling of precursors in the ecto-
dermal layer.
Fate maps of neural plate stage embryos show extensive overlap between
regions of origin for different placodes
Our grafting experiments (Fig. 3) and dye injections (Fig. 6) show
overall similar regions of origin for the different placodes within the
pre-placodal ectoderm at neural plate stages (stage 13/14) withextensive overlap between the inferred regions of origin for different
placodes (measurements given in the following are based on the fate
maps by dye injections). Cells of the future adenohypophyseal pla-
code are located in the most anterior part of the pre-placodal ecto-
derm (35–42% r–l), which occupies the anterior outer neural folds
and the adjacent non-neural ectoderm (Figs. 3D, 6C, D). Some injec-
tions labeled cells of the adenohypophysis together with cells of the
olfactory placode, the neural ectoderm or the stomodeum. The pro-
spective cells of the olfactory placode and precursors of the lens are
distributed over a range of 0–27% along the anteroposterior axis,
with cells of the future olfactory placode extending slightly more ante-
rior (0–40% r–l) than cells of the prospective lens placode (0–28% r–l).
In some cases, single injections labeled cells of both prospective plac-
odes (Fig. 5). The prospective anteroventral lateral line and trigeminal
placodes were also occasionally labeled together with precursors of
the olfactory placode as well as of the lens placode (Fig. 5).
Cells of prospective profundal and trigeminal placodes are located
further posterior in the outer neural folds and the adjacent non-neural
ectoderm (14–30% a–p) (Figs. 3D, 6D, F), with precursors of the pro-
fundal placode being located more posterior than cells of the future
trigeminal placode. Trigeminal precursors were sometimes labeled
Fig. 5. Overlap versus co-labeling of selected adjacent placodes at neural plate stages (A), at the end of neurulation (B) and at early tailbud stages (C). The degree of overlap (blue
columns) was measured as percent of area of origin of ﬁrst placode which overlapped with area of origin of second placode. Areas were deﬁned by polygons enclosing all injection
sites giving rise to a particular placode in fate maps and measured with ImageJ. Co-labeling (maroon columns) was determined as percent of all injection sites contributing to ﬁrst
placode (n) which also contributed to second placode. Columns marked with an asterisk in C are not very informative since the facial epibranchial placode was labeled by only a
single injection site. Abbreviations: ADLL: anterodorsal lateral line; AVLL: anteroventral lateral line; EBVII: Facial epibranchial; EBIX: Glossopharyngeal epibranchial; EBX1: First
vagal epibranchial; EBX2/3: Second and third vagal epibranchial; MLL: middle lateral line; PLL: posterior lateral line.
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anteroventral and anterodorsal lateral line placodes, and the facial
epibranchial placode (Fig. 5).Precursors of the otic placode were distributed throughout most
of the posterior half of the pre-placodal ectoderm (24–42% ap)
(Figs. 3D, 6D, E). Some injections labeled future otic cells together
Fig. 6. Fate map of Xenopus dorsal cranial non-neural ectoderm at the neural plate stage (stage 13/14). Each symbol represents one dye injection which contributes to a single
placode or other ectodermal fates (circle) or to multiple placodes and/or other ectodermal fates (square). Black outlined circles and squares represent injections shown in frontal
views as well as in lateral views. The inner gray colored line marks the ventral border of the outer neural folds. Frontal views are shown in A and C and lateral views in B, D–H. Note
that only a subset of rostral injection sites mapped from a lateral view were also mapped from a frontal view. A, B: Positions of placodal precursors (red symbols) in relation to
precursors of the neural tube (mint symbols), neural crest (blue symbols), epidermis (light gray symbols) and stomodeum (black symbols). All placodes arise from a crescent-shaped
area around the anterior neural plate, the pre-placodal ectoderm. C, D: Positions of precursors for different types of placodes (color coded as indicated). There is extensive overlap and
co-labeling of precursors for adjacent placodes. E–H: For clarity, these diagrams highlight injection sites contributing to particular subsets of placodes, while injections which contribute
to other placodal fates are shownas light gray symbols. E: Adenohypophyseal, olfactory, lens andotic placodes. F: Trigeminal andprofundal placodes. G: Lateral lineplacodes. H: Epibranchial
placodes. For detailed explanation see text.
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line and epibranchial placodes (Figs. 5, 6D). Precursors of the lateral
line placodes are distributed over a very large area of the pre-placodal
ectoderm (6–44% a–p) (Figs. 3D, 6G). Cells contributing to the antero-
ventral lateral line placode extend very far anterior (6–31% a–p) and
are intermingled and occasionally co-labeled with precursors of the
olfactory, lens, trigeminal, facial epibranchial and otic placodes
(Figs. 5, 6D, G) although they are predominantly found in more lateral
positions than olfactory precursors. Precursors of the anterodorsal
lateral line placode (18–35% a–p) are located more posteriorly,
where they overlap and occasionally are co-labeled with the trigemi-
nal, otic and several epibranchial placodes (Figs. 5, 6D). Cells of the
prospective middle lateral line placode (34–36% a–p) and posterior
lateral line placode are situated in the posteriormost part of the pre-
placodal ectoderm (35–44% a–p) together with precursors of the
otic and vagal epibranchial placodes (Fig. 6D, G).Similar to the lateral line placodes, precursors of the epibranchial
placodes are spread over a large part of the pre-placodal ectoderm, but
do not extend so far anterior (17–45% a–p) (Figs. 3D, 6H). Precursors
of the facial and glossopharyngeal epibranchial placodes are located
relatively more anterior (17–31% a–p, 20–31% a–p), followed caudally
by precursors of the ﬁrst (35–38% a–p) and second and third (29–45%
a–p) vagal epibranchial placodes. They overlap extensively and are
occasionally co-labeled with precursors of the lens, trigeminal, otic,
and several lateral line placodes (Figs. 5, 6D).
Fate maps at late neural fold stage show rearrangement and beginning
separation of prospective placodes
At the end of neurulation (stage 19/20), the closure of the neural
folds has brought placodal precursors closer to the dorsal midline of
the embryo (Figs. 7A, B). In addition, the anteriormost part of the
Fig. 7. Fate map of Xenopus dorsal cranial non-neural ectoderm at the end of neurulation (stage 19/20). Each symbol represents one dye injection, which contributes to precursors of
a single placode or epidermis (circle) or to multiple placodes and/or epidermis (square). Black outlined circles and squares represent injections shown in frontal as well as in lateral
views. Frontal views are shown in A and C, lateral views in B and D. A, B: Positions of placodal precursors (red symbols) within the non-neural ectoderm in relation to epidermal
(light gray symbols) or stomodeal precursors (black symbols). C, D: Positions of precursors for different types of placodes (color coded as indicated). Overlap and co-labeling
between anterior placodes has decreased but is still extensive for posterior placodes. Abbreviation: cg: cement gland. For detailed explanation see text.
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tion than more posterior parts resulting in a wedge-shaped distortion
of the pre-placodal ectoderm. This is evident from the change of
shape of grafts placed at different positions within the pre-placodal
ectoderm at neural plate stages and then followed throughout devel-
opment (Figs. 3A, C) and probably is due to the evagination of the
optic vesicles. As a consequence, placodes that occupied rostral and
lateral positions at neural fold stages such as the trigeminal and ante-
roventral lateral line placodes, now are displaced ventrally (Fig. 7D).
Anteriorly, the overlap and frequency of co-labeling between regions
of origin of adjacent placodes has declined compared to neural plate
stages, although posterior placodes continue to overlap and co-label
extensively (Figs. 5, 7D).
Precursors of the adenohypophyseal placode are now situated in
the anteriormost part of the non-neural ectoderm (30–50% r–l)
above the cement gland (Figs. 7C, D), while precursors of the olfactory
placode are conﬁned to a narrow immediately laterally adjacent re-
gion (24–40% r–l, 0–5% a–p). The prospective lens placode follows
in a more lateral position (0–15% a–p) overlying the developing eye
vesicle. The olfactory placode was still co-labeled in some injections
that labeled the lens placode but at lower frequency than at neural
plate stages (Figs. 5, 7C, D). The prospective trigeminal placode (9–
19% a–p) is also more clearly separated from prospective adjacent
placodes and is only rarely found co-labeled with the prospective
lens, anterodorsal lateral line and profundal placodes (Figs. 5, 7C,
D). Due to the wedge-shaped expansion of the anterior ectoderm,
the prospective trigeminal placode now also has adopted a position
ventral to rather than rostral to the profundal placode.
The region occupied by the prospective otic placode has become
smaller (16–30% a–p), but still overlaps or co-labels extensivelywith the adjacent prospective lateral line and epibranchial placodes
(Figs. 5, 7D). Cells of the prospective lateral line placodes are now
concentrated in a more posterior region (13–36% a–p) than at neural
plate stages. Precursors of the anterodorsal, middle and posterior lat-
eral line placodes are found in an area overlapping and surrounding
the prospective otic placode, with which they are sometimes co-
labeled, while the prospective anteroventral lateral line placode has
adopted a more ventral position (Figs. 5, 7D). Future cells of the epi-
branchial placodes (12–33% a–p) are located ventral to but overlap-
ping or co-labeling with the precursors of the otic and lateral line
placodes (Figs. 5, 7D).
Fate maps of early tailbud stage embryos show establishment of separate
placodes
From early tailbud stages (stage 23/24) on, placodes become dis-
tinguishable as morphologically separate entities and the otic placode
begins to invaginate (Schlosser and Northcutt, 2000). Reﬂecting this,
our fate map for stage 23/24 shows mostly well separated placodes,
which maintain their relative positions established at the end of neu-
rulation. There are only few injections that simultaneously labeled
two adjacent placodes and these are restricted to a few closely ap-
posed placodes (lens and trigeminal or profundal; otic and middle
or posterior lateral line placodes; some lateral line and epibranchial
placodes) (Figs. 5, 8C, D). While precursors of the anterodorsal and
anteroventral lateral line placode were found to still overlap with tri-
geminal precursors, we never found these placodes co-labeled sug-
gesting that they are in fact well-separated at this stage. Although
our fate map lacks sufﬁcient detail in this region, our previous study
indicates that lateral line placodes are found closely appositioned to
Fig. 8. Fate map of Xenopus dorsal cranial non-neural ectoderm at early tail bud stage (stage 23/24). Each symbol represents one dye injection, which contributes to precursors of a
single placode or epidermis (circle) or to multiple placodes and/or epidermis (square). Black outlined circles and squares represent injections shown in frontal as well as in lateral
views. Frontal views are shown in A and C, lateral views in B and D. A, B: Positions of placodal precursors (red symbols) within the non-neural ectoderm in relation to epidermal
(light gray symbols) or stomodeal precursors (black symbols). C, D: Positions of precursors for different types of placodes (color coded as indicated). Placodes are now more
separated from each other. Abbreviations: cg: cement gland. For detailed explanation see text.
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and Northcutt, 2000).
The overlap between regions of origin of different placodes and other
ectodermal territories is smaller than suggested by fate maps
Our fate maps show large areas of overlap between precursors of
neighboring placodes or between precursors of placodes and other
ectodermal fates for neural plate stage embryos (Figs. 5, 6). During
subsequent embryonic development, these overlapping areas tend
to become smaller and regions of origin for distinct placodes more
distinct (Figs. 5, 7, 8). This has also been observed in fate mapping
studies in the chick (Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Streit, 2002; Xu
et al., 2008). However, it was previously argued that fate maps tend
to overestimate overlapping regions due to interindividual variability
in the extent of placodal territories andmeasurement errors (Schlosser,
2010). Indeed, we show here that the percentage of injections which
co-label two adjacent placodes at neural plate and neural fold stages
is usually much smaller (typically two or three times but up to six or
even eight times) than the percentage of overlap between their inferred
regions of origin in fate maps (Fig. 5) and similar relationships were
found in published chick fate maps (Schlosser, 2010). At later stages,
the discrepancy between both measures often decreases, possibly
because interindividual variability decreases or better landmarks for
measurements become available. Taken together, this indicates that
fate maps signiﬁcantly overestimate the actual degree of overlap
between adjacent territories, especially for early embryonic stages.
In fate mapping studies, which like ours use dye injections to label
groups of cells (and not single cells), the frequency with which adja-
cent placodes are co-labeled by individual injections should give a
more accurate measure of the actual degree of overlap between adja-
cent territories, because it will not be affected by interindividual vari-
ability. However, the frequency of co-labeling will still overestimate
overlap due to the limit of resolution imposed by the size of theinjection site. If injections label small groups of cells rather than sin-
gle cells, even territories with sharp borders will occasionally be
co-labeled. The proportion of co-labeling that is to be expected
even when adjacent territories form sharp boundaries can be esti-
mated from the typical size of injections and the dimensions of the
mapped territories.
To do this for Xenopus embryos, we ﬁrst measured the average
sizes of cells and embryos. The average length of 10 embryos at neural
plate stages was 1611 μm (10 embryos; standard deviation: 50 μm).
We measured cell diameters along the anteroposterior axis of 10
cells each in the deep ectodermal layer of ﬁve neural plate stage em-
bryos, in which ectodermal membranes and nuclei had been ﬂuores-
cently labeled by prior injection of MEM-GFP and H2B-RFP mRNA
(see below). We determined an average cell diameter of 18.2 μm (50
cells; standard deviation: 2 μm). Our typical injection labeled 5–15
cells, so had a diameter of 2–4 cells or on average 55 μm(corresponding
to 3 cell diameters).
From our fate maps, we estimate that the width of the pre-placodal
ectoderm is approximately 14% of the length of the embryo or 12 cell
diameters (225 μm). Moreover, we ﬁnd that the pre-placodal ectoderm
occupies the rostral 45% of the embryo (720 μm) projected onto the a–p
axis. Since the pre-placodal ectodem curves around the anterior embryo
approximately as a half-circle, the actual length of the unilateral pre-
placodal region is longer, corresponding approximately to 1/4 of the cir-
cumference of a circle (2rπ) with radius 720 μm, that is 1130 μm or 62
cell diameters. We found the rostral limit of the neural crest at 18% of
the a–p axis, indicating that the posterior 430 μm (45–18% of 720 μm)
of the pre-placodal ectoderm (approx. 40% of its length) is dorsally jux-
taposed to the neural crest, whereas the anterior 700 μm (approx. 60%
of its length) is juxtaposed to the neural plate. Ventrally the pre-placo-
dal ectoderm is juxtaposed to epidermis throughout its length. From
anterior to posterior roughly 8 different placodal territories (adenohy-
pophyseal, olfactory, lens, trigeminal, profundal, preotic lateral line
and epibranchial, otic, postotic lateral line and epibranchial) will
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of approximately equal size, each territory will be around 141 μm
(1130 μm/8) or approximately 8 cell diameters long.
Making the simplifying assumptions that territories form a linear
sequence along one axis with straight borders, the expected probabil-
ity that injections of diameter D, which label a territory of length L
also label an adjacent territory, is approximately D/(L+D) assuming
a purely random distribution of injections. Thus, with an average in-
jection diameter of 55 μm, approximately 28% (55/[141+55]) of co-
labeling would be expected at neural plate stages between the
regions of origin of adjacent placodes, even if these are completely
non-overlapping. Most of our observed frequencies of co-labeling
for adjacent placodes are smaller (Fig. 5) and none are signiﬁcantly
higher than this null expectation (Fisher's exact test). Thus, our data
are compatible with the possibility that adjacent placodes originate
from non-overlapping regions of the pre-placodal ectoderm at neural
plate stages.
Similarly, the ectoderm dorsally (neural plate/crest) and ventrally
(epidermis) adjacent to the pre-placodal ectoderm each is expected
to be co-labeled with it in 19.6% injections (55/[225+55])— the neu-
ral crest in around 7.8% (0.4×19.6%), and the neural plate in around
11.8% (0.6×14.3%). Although the observed frequencies with which
neural crest and neural plate were co-labeled with placodes (11/75
or 14.7% each) at neural plate stages were higher, they were not sig-
niﬁcantly different from this null expectation (p=0.30 and p=0.81,
respectively; Fisher's exact test), while the observed frequency with
which epidermis was co-labeled (30/75 or 40%) was signiﬁcantly
higher (p=0.01; Fisher's exact test). This provides strong evidence
that some epidermal precursors do in fact arise from within the
pre-placodal ectoderm, while neural plate and neural crest may
form separate territories at neural plate stages.Fig. 9. Comparison of Six1 expression in Xenopus with placodal fate maps (lateral views). A,
by in situ hybridization for Six1. DiI injections (white arrows in A, black circles and arrows in
well within the pre-placodal ectoderm in the fate map of neural plate stage embryos. C–H: T
plate stages (C, D), at the end of neurulation (E, F) and in early tail bud stage embryos (G, H
well to the distribution of placodal precursors in fate maps. However, at early stages, Six1 ex
and second/third vagal epibranchial placodes (D, F). These are localized within the expressi
Six1 in these precursors (H). Conversely, Six1 is downregulated in the future lens placode from l
fate maps, see Figs. 6–8.The distribution of placodal precursors correlates closely with Six1
expression
Six1 has been hypothesized to be a panplacodal marker that biases
ectoderm for placodal development and promotes generic placodal
properties thereby establishing a panplacodal primordium, a com-
mon precursor for all placodes (Baker and Bronner-Fraser, 2001;
Schlosser, 2006; Streit, 2007). This hypothesis predicts that all pla-
codes should originate from Six1 expressing ectoderm. To test this,
we analyzed Six1 expression via in situ hybridization and compared
it with our fate maps (Fig. 9). We ﬁrst performed in situ hybridization
for Six1 in a few neural plate stage embryos immediately after inject-
ing DiI and measuring the injection sites to verify that DiI injections
that mapped within the pre-placodal ectoderm were also localized
within the Six1 expression domain (Figs. 9A, B). We next measured
the boundaries of Six1 expression domains at neural plate, late neural
fold and early tailbud stages and plotted them onto the fate maps of
the respective stages. At neural plate stages, the domain of Six1 ex-
pression corresponds relatively closely with our fate map but does
not extend as far posterior and excludes most precursors of the pos-
teriormost placodes (posterior lateral line placode and second/third
vagal epibranchial placodes) (Figs. 9C, D). Precursors of these poster-
iormost placodes still do not express Six1 at the end of neurulation
(Figs. 9E, F), but have upregulated Six1 at early tailbud stages
(Figs. 9G, H), whereas Six1 expression is downregulated in the pro-
spective lens placode from neural fold stages on (Figs. 9E–H). These
ﬁndings indicate that Six1 is expressed at least transiently in all pla-
code precursors, but that the posteriormost epibranchial and lateral
line placodes originate from a region posterior to the early Six1 ex-
pression domain and begin to express this gene only after neural
tube closure.B: Embryo labeled with DiI at the neural plate stage, which was subsequently analyzed
B) are localized within the expression domain of Six1 (outlined by green line) and map
he expression domains of Six1 (C, E, G and green encircled areas in D, F and H) at neural
) were measured and compared to our fate maps. Six1 expression corresponds overall
pression excludes most injections which contribute to the posterior lateral line placode
on domain of Six1 only from early tail bud stage on, indicating delayed upregulation of
ate neural fold stage on (E–H). Abbreviation: cg: cement gland. For detailed explanation of
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Pax genes of the Pax 2/5/8, Pax 3/7 and Pax6 subfamilies are known
to play important roles during the development of many placodes
and their differential expression in different placodes suggests that
they may contribute to specify the identity of different types of pla-
codes (reviewed in Baker and Bronner-Fraser, 2001; Schlosser,
2006, 2010; Streit, 2007). Pax6, Pax3, Pax8 and Pax2 already show re-
gionally restricted expression in the non-neural ectoderm at neural
plate stages (Schlosser and Ahrens, 2004). If Pax gene expression
indeed plays a role in specifying placode identity within the pre-
placodal ectoderm, their expression domains should correlate with
the regions of origin of different placodes in our fate maps. To test
this, wemeasured the boundaries of Pax6, Pax3, Pax8 and Pax2 at neural
plate, late neural fold and early tailbud stages and plotted them onto
fate maps of the respective stages (Fig. 10).
Although a precise mapping of gene expression domains to partic-
ular placodes is not possible due to interindividual differences and
unavoidable inaccuracies in fate mapping (see above), we found a
good overall correspondence between Pax expression domains and
placodal origins. At early tail bud stage, Pax6 transcripts were
detected in the developing olfactory, lens, and trigeminal
placodes (Fig. 10C), Pax3 is expressed in the profundal placode
(Fig. 10D), and Pax8 and Pax2 are expressed in otic, lateral line and
epibranchial placodes (Figs. 10G, H) conﬁrming our previous descrip-
tion (Schlosser and Ahrens, 2004). However, most precursors of the
posterior lateral line placode and the vagal epibranchial placodes
mapped posterior to the Pax8 and Pax2 expression domain indicating
that Pax2 expression in the vagal placodes and weak Pax8 expression
in the posterior lateral line placode are only established at later tail-
bud stages, concomitant with the downregulation of Pax8 and Pax2
in epibranchial and lateral line placodes, respectively (Schlosser and
Ahrens, 2004). The correlations between the expression domains of
different Pax genes and the regions of origins for different placodes
are already evident at neural plate stages (shown for Pax6 and Pax8
in Figs. 10A and E). However, the apparent degree of overlap with
precursors of adjacent placodes is larger at neural plate stages and
declines from neural fold stages on (Figs. 10B, F).
Only local but no large scale cell rearrangements occur in the lateral
pre-placodal ectoderm during neurulation
Our fate maps show that the degree of overlap and co-labeling be-
tween precursors of different placodes begins to decline during neural
fold stages indicating increasing segregation of placodes (Figs. 5–8).
To elucidate the role of cell movements during placode segregation,
we analyzed movements of individual ectodermal cells in relation to
their neighbors using time-lapse videomicroscopy focussing on the lat-
eral part of the pre-placodal region (reaching approximately from the
region of origin of the lens placode anteriorly to the region of origin of
the otic placode posteriorly).Weﬂuorescently labeled nuclei andmem-
branes of ectodermal cells by co-injecting mRNAs encoding a mem-
brane tethered form of GFP (MEM-GFP) and a nuclear localizing form
of RFP (H2B-RFP) at early blastomere stages. At neural plate stages,
the superﬁcial ectodermal layer was then removed (Fig. 11A) and cell
movements within the deep layer of the non-neural ectoderm were
ﬁlmed over a period of several hours (Figs. 11B–D; Suppl. Movie 1).
To verify that cell-movements in the deep ectodermal layer are not per-
turbed by the removal of the superﬁcial ectoderm,we also imaged some
embryos, in which ﬂuorescent labeling was largely restricted to the
deep ectodermal layer and absent from superﬁcial ectoderm, without
removal of the superﬁcial layer.
Cell movements in the deep ectodermal layer were then analyzed
in detail in six movies (ﬁve after removal of superﬁcial ectoderm and
one with superﬁcial ectoderm intact), in which cell movements could
be followed until after neural tube closure (stages 21–23). Nuclei of462 randomly selected ectodermal cells within the pre-placodal re-
gion (403 from embryos with superﬁcial ectoderm removed; 59
from embryos with superﬁcial ectoderm intact) were then color
coded and tracked from frame to frame in time lapse movies.
Figs. 11E, F and G, H show the changes in the relative positions of
cells in the pre-placodal region for two of these embryos from neural
plate stages to neural tube closure. A subset of tracked nuclei was
connected by lines to facilitate visualization of cell movements. The
polygons formed by these lines change shape over time and generally
stretch along the longitudinal axis. While both cell divisions (red ar-
rows in Figs. 11F, H) and local cell rearrangements (intercalation)
contribute to these changes, cell division rates are relatively low.
From the number of cell divisions observed in the 403 cells tracked
in 5 individuals, we determined an average cell division rate in the
deep ectodermal layer of 1.1%/h (5 individuals; standard deviation:
0.54%/h). Importantly, however, the overall arrangement of the poly-
gons is preserved over time indicating that cells do not move relative
to each other over large distances (Figs. 11F and H).
To independently verify that no large scale cell mixing occurs in
the pre-placodal ectoderm, we injected embryos with mRNA encod-
ing the photoconvertible protein EosFP and then UV irradiated part
of the pre-placodal ectoderm in neural plate stage embryos to create
a boundary between green- and red-ﬂuorescent cells (Figs. 11I–P;
Suppl. Movie 2), which was then monitored by time lapse videomi-
croscopy. In two embryos, cells could be followed for several hours
until early tail bud stage (stages 22–23). The time-lapse sequences
of EosFP injected embryos show that a relatively sharp border be-
tween red and green cells persists until at least late neural fold stages
suggesting that photoconverted cells do not invade far into the adja-
cent ectoderm or vice versa (Figs. 11I–P).
Cell movements in the pre-placodal ectoderm are largely random
In chick embryos, it has been suggested that directed movements
of cells speciﬁed for different placodal fates (“cell sorting”) contrib-
utes to the formation of separate placodes from their common pri-
mordium (Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Streit, 2002) although random
cell movements have not been ruled out. To determine whether the
local changes in the relative positions of cells that we observed in
the Xenopus pre-placodal ectoderm are due to directed or random
cell movements, we analyzed the directions in which cells move rel-
ative to their neighbors within the pre-placodal ectoderm in the six
movies that allowed tracking of cells from neural plate stages until
after neural tube closure (Fig. 12). Focussing on a randomly chosen
subset of 36 out of the 461 tracked nuclei, we tracked the position
of the nuclei of each of their neighboring cells including cells that
ceased to be neighbors as well as cells that became new neighbors
during the recorded time period. This allowed us to determine the di-
rections into which old neighbors were lost (red arrows in Figs. 12C, D)
or from which new neighbors were gained (black arrows in Figs. 12C,
D). Our data for eight of these cells analyzed from one embryo are
shown in Fig. 12D. These data suggest that neighbors are lost into and
gained from all directions, without any recognizable directionality.
To test statistically whether our observed distribution of direc-
tions for cell movements shows any indication of directionality, we
focused on 30 of these tracked cells (from the ﬁve movies with super-
ﬁcial layer removed), categorized the cell movements away from and
towards these target cells into 45° sectors (Fig. 12C) and then used a
Monte Carlo simulation to determine, which distributions of move-
ments of cells moving away and towards target cells would be
expected under the assumption of a random walk, where all cells be-
have independently of another and move into each sector with the
same probability in each step. This simulation used the observed
numbers of gained (G) and lost (L) neighbors and the number of
cell diameters, by which neighbors were actually displaced (steps S)
from each of the 30 target cells during the observation period. For
Fig. 10. Comparison of Pax gene expression in Xenopus with placodal fate maps (lateral views). The expression pattern of Pax genes as revealed by in situ hybridization (A–H) were
measured at neural plate stages (shown for Pax6 and Pax8: A, E), at the end of neurulation (shown for Pax6 and Pax8: B, F) and in early tail bud stage embryos (shown for Pax6, Pax3,
Pax8 and Pax2, C, D, G, H) and compared to fate maps (green encircled areas in A′–H′). A–C and A′–C′: Pax6 expression encompasses precursors for the olfactory, lens, and trigeminal
placodes. D and D′: Pax3 expression is restricted to precursors of the profundal placode (placodal expression domain encircled by hatched green line in D). E–G and E′–G′: Pax8
expression is found in precursors of otic, lateral line and epibranchial placodes, but excludes precursors of the vagal epibranchial and posterior lateral line placode. H and H′:
Pax2 expression in early tailbud stage embryos is distributed similar to Pax8. Abbreviation: cg: cement gland. For detailed explanation of fate maps, see Figs. 6–8.
269M. Pieper et al. / Developmental Biology 360 (2011) 257–275each of the 30 target cells, 1000 Monte Carlo replications were per-
formed to determine the probabilities of observing a difference of 0,
1, 2, or 3 sectors between the direction of net-movement of G cells to-
wards and of L cells away from the target after S steps. These probabil-
ities allowed us to calculate the expected frequencies of direction
differences for 30 target cells (Table 1). The difference between our ob-
served frequencies of direction differences and the expected frequen-
cies under assumption of a random walk is not signiﬁcant (χ2 test,
p=0.784), providing no evidence for a directed movement of cells.
With the sample size used in this study, differences between ob-
served and expected percentages of 18 to 28 percentage points
(depending on the sectors involved) would be signiﬁcant. The actual-
ly observed differences of at most about 8 percentage points would
require a sample of roughly 210 target cells to demonstrate theirstatistical signiﬁcance. The present ﬁnding of no signiﬁcant differ-
ences between our observed cell movements and a random walk
can, therefore, not be considered an unfortunate result of a too
small sample size. Thus, our data do not provide support for directed
cell movements and are compatible with an overall random move-
ment of cells in the pre-placodal ectoderm, although local and small
scale directed cell movements cannot be ruled out.
Discussion
All placodes arise from a contiguous region, the pre-placodal ectoderm
Our study is the ﬁrst to systematically elucidate the embryonic
origin of all placodes in Xenopus by fate mapping. We show that at
270 M. Pieper et al. / Developmental Biology 360 (2011) 257–275neural plate stages all placodal precursors are situated in a horseshoe-
shaped region of non-neural ectoderm, lying around the anterior neu-
ral plate covering ectoderm immediately adjacent to the outer neural
folds and extending into the outer neural folds, rostrally. These ﬁnd-
ings conﬁrm and signiﬁcantly extend previous studies that reported
approximate positions of adenohypophyseal, olfactory, lens and otic
placodes in neural plate stage Xenopus embryos (Eagleson and Harris,
1990; Eagleson et al., 1995; Gallagher et al., 1996; Henry and Grainger,
1987, 1990; Zygar et al., 1998). They also are in line with fate mappingstudies in other amphibians (Carpenter, 1937; Fautrez, 1942; Jacobson,
1959; Röhlich, 1931; Vogt, 1929), teleosts (Dutta et al., 2005; Kozlowski
et al., 1997; Whitlock and Westerﬁeld, 2000) and chick embryos
(Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Couly and Le Douarin, 1985, 1987, 1990;
D'Amico-Martel and Noden, 1983; Rudnick, 1944; Schoenwolf and
Sheard, 1990; Streit, 2002; Xu et al., 2008). However, each of these pre-
vious fate mapping studies has documented only the regions of origins
of a subset of placodes and neither lateral line nor epibranchial placodes
have yet been properly mapped in any species. Taken together with
Fig. 12. Analysis of cell neighborhood changes over time. A: Magniﬁed view of rostral non-neural ectoderm of the neural plate stage embryo depicted in Figs. 11A–B (lateral view,
anterior is to the right) showing MEM-GFP labeled membranes (green) and H2B-RFP labeled nuclei (red; here shown in magenta false-color). For eight target cells in the deep
ectodermal layer (white dots), positions of all neighboring cells including all cells that leave and cease to be neighbors and all cells which become new neighbors were tracked
over a time period of 600 min. B: Positions of these target cells (black dots) in relation to the neural plate stage fate map. C: Directions of cells moving away from or towards a target
cell (black circle) were depicted as arrows pointing towards or away from it. Red arrows indicate the directions (0°–360°) into which old neighbors were lost, while black arrows
indicate directions (0°–360°) from where new neighbors were gained. Directions were categorized into 45° sectors. The number R within the black circle indicates the number of
neighbors that do not change over the recorded time period. D: Cell neighborhood changes for each of the eight cells depicted in A. In total, the neighborhood changes of 30 cells
were analyzed.
271M. Pieper et al. / Developmental Biology 360 (2011) 257–275these previous studies, our study provides strong support for the com-
mon origin of all placodes from a crescent-shaped domain of ectodem
located around the anterior neural plate, the so-called pre-placodal
ectoderm.
Within the pre-placodal ectoderm we ﬁnd precursors for placodes
extensively intermingled with precursors for other ectodermal fates,
viz. stomodeum, epidermis, neural tube and neural crest as has alsoFig. 11. Cell movements within the non-neural ectoderm (lateral views, anterior is to the rig
(green membranes) and H2B-RFP (red nuclei, here shown in magenta false-color) from neu
was removed. A: Brightﬁeld image of embryo at the beginning of the recording. Hatched line
layer. B: Superimposition of both ﬂuorescent channels for embryo at the beginning of the rec
their positions with ImageJ. C: Magniﬁed view of boxed area in B. Some of the tracked cells ar
over time. D: Same region after 600 min. E, G: Tracking of movements of selected cells for the
tracked cells (grid) in relation to the neural plate stage fate map. F: Changes in positions of tra
Similar analysis for time lapsemovie of a different embryo. I–P: Time lapse imaging of deep ecto
ﬁeld image of embryo after removal of the superﬁcial ectodermal layer. Hatched line indicates v
irradiated for photoconversion of EosFP resulting in a sharp boundary between photoconverted
Magniﬁed view of anterior end of embryo depicted in I and J with superimposition of both ﬂu
lines) within the deep ectodermal layer largely persists until early tailbud stages. Because a la
ventral migration of neural crest cells (magenta) underneath the deep layer of the ectoderm
up in the dorsal part of the embryo (asterisks), probably due to the delamination of neural cre
layer). Abbreviations: ba: branchial neural crest stream; hy: hyoid neural crest stream; ma: mbeen observed in the chick (Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Streit, 2002;
Xu et al., 2008). At ﬁrst glance, this may be taken to conﬁrm “neural
plate border” models proposing that neural crest and pre-placodal
cells originate from a common neural plate border domain (Baker
and Bronner-Fraser, 2001; Brugmann et al., 2004; Glavic et al.,
2004; Litsiou et al., 2005; McLarren et al., 2003; Meulemans and
Bronner-Fraser, 2004; Patthey et al., 2008, 2009; Streit, 2007), whileht). A–D: Time lapse imaging of deep ectodermal layer in embryo expressing MEM-GFP
ral plate stage on until early tailbud stages (600 min). The superﬁcial ectodermal layer
indicates ventral border of neural folds. Arrows indicate border of superﬁcial ectodermal
ording. A group of randomly selected cells were color coded (dots) to allow tracking of
e connected by white lines to facilitate visualization of changes in their relative positions
embryo depicted in A–D. Some tracked cells are connected by black lines. E: Position of
cked cells over time due to cell division (red arrows) and local cell rearrangement. G, H:
dermal layer in embryos expressing EosFP fromneural plate stage on for 500 min. I: Bright-
entral border of neural folds. J: Part of the embryowas coveredwith aluminum foil and UV
(red; here shown inmagenta false-color) and unconverted (green) ﬂuorescent cells. K–P:
orescent channels. The sharp border created by photoconversion of EosFP (dashed white
rge part of the neural plate and the neural crest was photoconverted in this embryo, the
can be seen (indicated by white arrows in O). From 100 min on, a space begins to open
st cells (this was observed in several embryos after removal of the superﬁcial ectodermal
andibular neural crest stream.
Table 1
Distribution of differences in net-directions of cells moving towards and away from target cells.
Difference in net-directions of movement
towards/away from target cell
Observed frequency Observed percentagea Expected frequency under
assumption of random walk
Expected percentage under
assumption of random walka
0 sector (0–45°) 12 40.0 13.4 44.8
1 sector (46°–90°) 12 40.0 9.5 31.8
2 sectors (91°–135°) 5 16.7 5.4 18.0
3 sectors (136°–180°) 1 3.3 1.6 5.4
Sum 30 100 30 100
a The difference between observed and expected frequencies is not signiﬁcant (χ2 test, p=0.784), providing no evidence for a directed movement of cells.
272 M. Pieper et al. / Developmental Biology 360 (2011) 257–275contradicting the alternative “binary competence” model, according
to which neural crest develops from neural, and placodes from non-
neural ectoderm, both of which are well separated by neural plate
stages (Ahrens and Schlosser, 2005; Schlosser, 2006). However, neu-
ral crest and neural plate each were co-labeled with placodes in only
14.7% of the injections at neural plate stages, while epidermis was co-
labeled with placodes in 40% of the injections. As argued above this
provides strong evidence only for the intermingling of placodal and
epidermal precursors but is compatible with the possibility that at
neural plate stages a clear boundary between non-neural ectoderm
(including epidermis and pre-placodal ectoderm) and neural ecto-
derm (including neural crest and neural plate) has become estab-
lished as predicted by the binary competence model.Expression of Six1 is compatible with its proposed role to confer
panplacodal bias
As early as 1963, Jacobson had shown that the pre-placodal ecto-
derm is biased to develop into placodes (Jacobson, 1963) and this
has been conﬁrmed by other studies (Gallagher et al., 1996; Grainger
et al., 1997; Henry and Grainger, 1987). A recent study in chick em-
bryos reveals that the entire pre-placodal ectoderm shares a common
ground state and is initially speciﬁed to develop into anterior placodal
fates (lens) (Bailey et al., 2006). Moreover, otic markers can be in-
duced by FGF only in pre-placodal ectoderm (Martin and Groves,
2006). This suggests that the pre-placodal ectoderm is more than
simply a contiguous domain of origin for different placodes. It rather
appears to delimit a panplacodal primordium — an ectodermal do-
main that is panplacodally biased, i.e. that shares a common “ground
state”, which promotes generic placodal properties or facilitates dif-
ferentiation into any of the different placodes.
Genes of the Eya family and the Six1/2 and Six4/5 subfamilies are
initially expressed in a crescent-shaped domain around the neural
plate similar in size and position to the pre-placodal ectoderm and
later are expressed in all placodes (e.g. Bessarab et al., 2004; David
et al., 2001; Ghanbari et al., 2001; Pandur and Moody, 2000; Schlosser
and Ahrens, 2004). Moreover, severe defects inmultiple placodeswere
observed after loss of function of these genes (Bricaud and Collazo,
2006; Chen et al., 2009; Ikeda et al., 2007, 2010; Konishi et al., 2006;
Kozlowski et al., 2005; Laclef et al., 2003; Li et al., 2003; Nica et al.,
2006; Ozaki et al., 2004; Schlosser et al., 2008; Xu et al., 1999; Zheng
et al., 2003; Zou et al., 2004). This indicates that these genes play impor-
tant roles for generic placodal development like morphogenesis, prolif-
eration and neurogenesis from early stages on, making them strong
candidates for genes which confer panplacodal bias. If true, the expres-
sion of these genes should correspond closely to the extent of the pre-
placodal ectoderm from neural plate stages on. Our comprehensive
fate maps allowed us to test this hypothesis focussing on Six1.
We ﬁnd that at neural plate and neural fold stages most placodal
precursors are located within the Six1 expression domain, except for
precursors of the posterior lateral line and second/third vagal epi-
branchial placodes. Precursors of these latter placodes begin to ex-
press Six1 only after neural tube closure. Conversely, Six1 is initiallyexpressed in the precursors of the lens placode at neural plate stages
but subsequently downregulated in the prospective lens placode.
These ﬁndings show that precursors of all placodes express Six1 at
least transiently, and are, therefore, fully compatible with the pro-
posed role of Six1 in conferring panplacodal bias. However, they
also demonstrate that the domain of Six1 expression at neural plate
and fold stages is smaller than the pre-placodal ectoderm and ex-
cludes precursor cell populations of some postotic placodes. This im-
plies that the latter placodes do not originate by posterior migration
of cells out of the early Six1 expressing domain but are derived from
cells, which upregulate Six1 expression and acquire panplacodal bias
at later stages. The same must be true for a large number of other
genes expressed throughout the different epibranchial or lateral line
placodes, for example Pax2, Pax8 and Sox3 (Schlosser and Ahrens,
2004). This does not preclude that posterior migration may play a
role during the separation of postotic epibranchial placodes at later
stages as has been shown for chick embryos (Ishii et al., 2001).Regions of origin for different placodes in Xenopus
The development of placodes in Xenopus was previously recon-
structed based on the distribution of morphological thickenings and
the expression of multiple transcription factors (Schlosser and Ahrens,
2004; Schlosser and Northcutt, 2000). These studies found that all pro-
spective placodes are closely apposed to each other until stage 24 but
recognized morphological and molecular subdivisions of the early pla-
codal region. These allowed them to tentatively propose an origin of
the adenohypophyseal placode and olfactory placode from a common
anterior placodal area, followed caudally by the prospective lens, tri-
geminal and profundal placodes and a posterior placodal area, which
later subdivides into otic, lateral line and epibranchial placodes.
Our fate maps conﬁrm these proposals. At neural plate stages, pre-
cursors of the adenohypophysis are located in the most anterior part
of the pre-placodal ectoderm, followed by precursors of the olfactory
placode and lens precursors. In rostrocaudal sequence, the trigeminal,
profundal and preotic epibranchial (facial), otic and postotic epibran-
chial (glossopharyngeal, vagal) placodes follow next. The prospective
lateral line placodes are distributed over a large part of the pre-placodal
ectoderm paralleling the distribution of epibranchial placodes but com-
mencing at more rostral levels. While adjacent placodes are frequently
found co-labeled at neural plate stages, this frequency begins to decline
for rostral placodes around neural tube closure and for most placodes
by early tailbud stages indicating increasing separation of individual
placodes. An overall similar arrangement of placodes has been found
in fate mapping studies of chick and zebraﬁsh (rostral placodes only)
embryos (Streit, 2002; Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Dutta et al., 2005;
Xu et al., 2008; reviewed in McCabe and Bronner-Fraser, 2009). These
studies also found relatively high proportions of co-labeling for lens
and olfactory, ophthalmic and maxillomandibular (corresponding to
profundal and trigeminal placodes, respectively in Xenopus), and otic
and epibranchial placodes in neural plate stage chick embryos (stage
HH 6–7), which were signiﬁcantly reduced around the time of neural
tube closure (stages HH 8–10).
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tively closely, there are some notable exceptions. Most strikingly, in
Xenopus the trigeminal placode arises clearly rostral to the profundal
placode and adopts a position ventral and slightly posterior to the lat-
ter only after neural tube closure. In contrast, the precursors for the
maxillomandibular (= trigeminal) placode, were not found rostral
to the ophthalmic (= profundal) placode even in early neural plate
stage chick embryos (Xu et al., 2008). We suggest that these differ-
ences relate to the very different geometry of the two embryos,
which lead to different distortions in the cranial ectoderm during
neurulation. In chick embryos, both placodes arise clearly posterior
to the evaginating optic cups. In frog embryos, however, they arise
in the vicinity of the evaginating optic cups, which results in a
wedge-shaped distortion of the rostralmost ectoderm. As a corollary,
ectoderm from the lateral part of the anteriormost pre-placodal ecto-
derm is displaced ventrally and posterior. Although we do not know
when trigeminal placodes are speciﬁed in Xenopus, this is likely to
happen during similar time windows as for lens and otic placodes,
which are speciﬁed during neural fold stages (Gallagher et al., 1996;
Henry and Grainger, 1990) and, thus, after these ectodermal distor-
tions. Therefore, when localized signals induce the trigeminal placode
caudal and ventral to the profundal placode they impinge on ecto-
derm that originated from more rostral positions in frog but not in
chick embryos. These geometrical differences may also explain why
the trigeminal placode in Xenopus but not in chick or mouse embryos
expresses the anterior marker Pax6 (Grindley et al., 1995; Schlosser
and Ahrens, 2004; Xu et al., 2008). The same ectodermal distortions
also account for the extremely anterior origin of the anteroventral
lateral line placode adjacent to the olfactory placode, which will ulti-
mately become positioned posterior to the trigeminal placode.
A role for Pax genes in placode identity
The speciﬁcation of individual placodes probably occurs in a com-
binatorial and hierarchical multistep process involving a large num-
ber of genes encoding transcription factors (Schlosser, 2006, 2010;
Torres and Giráldez, 1998). As key regulators of placode develop-
ment, Pax genes have long been suggested to play a prominent role
during this process and to confer identity for different placodes
(Baker and Bronner-Fraser, 2000; reviewed in Baker and Bronner-
Fraser, 2001; Schlosser, 2006, 2010; Streit, 2007; Ladher et al.,
2010). Indeed, in chick embryos, Pax3 and Pax2 expression coincides
with the regions of origins for the profundal and otic placodes, and
onset of expression of these genes at neural fold stages (stage HH 8)
immediately precedes the speciﬁcation of these placodes (Baker
et al., 1999; Groves and Bronner-Fraser, 2000; Streit, 2002; Xu et al.,
2008). While epibranchial placodes also express Pax2 in chick and
zebraﬁsh, it has not been tested whether their region of origin at neu-
ral plate stages is also conﬁned within the early Pax2 domain (Baker
and Bronner-Fraser, 2000; Freter et al., 2008; Nechiporuk et al.,
2007). Pax6 expression in chick initially covers a large ectodermal
area, that includes olfactory and lens precursors, but gets excluded
from the olfactory placode and restricted to prospective lens, imme-
diately preceding the speciﬁcation of the olfactory placode at stage
HH 10 (Bailey et al., 2006; Bhattacharyya and Bronner-Fraser, 2008;
Bhattacharyya et al., 2004).
In Xenopus, Pax genes show restricted expression domains in the
pre-placodal region already at neural plate stages (Bang et al., 1997,
1999; Heller and Brändli, 1997; Hirsch and Harris, 1997; Schlosser,
2006; Schlosser and Ahrens, 2004; Zygar et al., 1998). We previously
suggested that these domains of Pax gene expression correspond to
regions of origin of speciﬁc groups of placodes (Schlosser and Ahrens,
2004). Data from our present study allow us to test these proposals.
We conﬁrm that from neural plate stages on Pax6 expression coin-
cides closely with the regions of origin of a rostral group of placodes
(adenohypophyseal, olfactory, lens, trigeminal); Pax3 coincides withthe prospective profundal placode; and Pax2 and Pax8 coincide with
a posterior placodal area giving rise to otic, lateral line and epibran-
chial placodes. However, up to early tailbud stages, expression of
Pax2 and Pax8 is conﬁned to the prospective rostral epibranchial
and lateral line placodes, while vagal epibranchial and posterior later-
al line placodes only upregulate Pax2 and Pax8, respectively, at mid
tailbud stages following the upregulation of Six1 (see above) and
Eya1 in this region. This suggests differential regulation of the poster-
iormost epibranchial and lateral line placodes, which is also sup-
ported by a recent study demonstrating that signals from the otic
placode are required for the establishment of postotic but not preotic
epibranchial placodes in zebraﬁsh (Padanad and Riley, 2011). However,
in Xenopus only the vagal but not the glossopharyngeal placode appears
to be excluded from early Pax8 and Pax2 expression suggesting that
maybe the type and number of postotic placodes that is secondarily
added to theposterior placodal area at later embryonic stages is variable
between taxa.
Onset of Pax expression in Xenopus, precedes the speciﬁcation of
individual placodes, which is known to occur between neural plate
and neural fold stages in frogs (Gallagher et al., 1996; Henry and
Grainger, 1990; Zwilling, 1940, 1941), and deﬁnes different territories
within the pre-placodal ectoderm before they become morphologi-
cally distinct (Schlosser and Northcutt, 2000). Taken together with
observations in other vertebrates this supports a prominent role for
Pax genes in the speciﬁcation of multiplacodal areas (“equivalence
domains” biased to form a particular group of placodes) and/or indi-
vidual placodes probably in conjunction with other transcription fac-
tor encoding genes. However, functional studies are clearly required
to substantiate this hypothesis.
Only local and largely undirected cell movements occur in the
pre-placodal ectoderm
Using time lapse imaging of dye spots, extensive cell movements
have been recorded in the pre-placodal ectoderm of chick embryos
from neural plate stages on (Bhattacharyya et al., 2004; Streit,
2002). These movements are accompanied by shifts in the expression
of genes encoding transcription factors, which may play a role in the
speciﬁcation of placodes, such as Pax genes. These are initially
expressed in a “salt and pepper” pattern but overlapping with expres-
sion of other such genes (e.g. Pax6 with Dlx5) before resolving into
distinct domains of uniform expression. Together with the large de-
gree of overlap between regions of origin of placodes in fate maps
of neural plate stage embryos, which is resolved later, this has led
to proposals that individual placodes separate from each other by
“cell sorting”, i.e. by the large-scale rearrangements of speciﬁed ecto-
dermal cells by directed movements (Bhattacharyya et al., 2004;
Streit, 2002). However, the movements documented in these studies
are also compatible with randommovements of unspeciﬁed cells, be-
cause evidence for directed movements was not provided and most
documented movements occur prior to speciﬁcation of placodes
(Baker et al., 1999; Bhattacharyya and Bronner-Fraser, 2008; Groves
and Bronner-Fraser, 2000). Moreover, individual cells were not
tracked, making it impossible to evaluate to what extent cells actually
change neighbors.
Although our fate maps in Xenopus also show a high degree of
overlap between the regions of origin for adjacent placodes, we
have argued above that such data have to be interpreted with caution
and are compatible with an actually very small degree of overlap or
even completely separate territories. While reﬁnement of transcrip-
tion factor domains undoubtedly occurs in Xenopus as well as in
chick embryos (Schlosser, 2006), this may predominantly result
from differential up- or downregulation of transcription factors in sta-
tionary cells (e.g. due to mutual repression of transcription factors)
rather than from cell movements. To test, to what extent cell move-
ments and rearrangements occur in the pre-placodal ectoderm, we
274 M. Pieper et al. / Developmental Biology 360 (2011) 257–275here analyzed the movement of single cells relative to the position of
their neighbors in the lateral pre-placodal ectoderm (prospective lens
to otic placodes).
We ﬁnd no evidence for large-scale cell movements or rearrange-
ments in the Xenopus pre-placodal ectoderm between neural plate
and early tailbud stages. Rather, cells move mostly as coherent sheets
without changing their relative positions over time. This conclusion is
based on tracking of individual cells that were randomly selected
within the lateral part of the pre-placodal ectoderm. Because our
time lapse analysis did not allow us to track these cells beyond
early tailbud stages, we were not able to verify their ultimate fate
(e.g., whether they give rise to epidermis or placodes). However,
since placodes are labeled by a majority of injections into the lateral
part of the pre-placodal ectoderm in our fate map (Fig. 6), a large frac-
tion of our 461 tracked cells must have been placodal precursors.
Time lapse recordings of embryos injected with the photoconver-
tible dye EosFP (Wacker et al., 2007) conﬁrm that cells do not invade
far into adjacent ectodermal territories. However, our detailed analy-
sis of cell neighborhood changes reveals that local rearrangements of
cells do occur without ﬁnding support for directed cell movements.
These data suggest that in Xenopus there is no large-scale cell sorting
during the individuation of placodes from the pre-placodal ectoderm
at least until early tailbud stages, when three distinct placodal areas
(anterior, trigeminal/profundal, posterior) have formed and individu-
al placodes have begun to separate from their neighbors. Our data
strongly argue against the model that placodal areas or placodes
form by the separation of cells, which are initially distributed in a
“salt and pepper” pattern during this time window. Whether more
extensive and directional cell rearrangements occur during these stages
in chick embryos still needs to be resolved by tracking of individual
cells. Because cells that were tracked for our analysis in Xenopus were
distributed over a relatively large area of the pre-placodal ectoderm,
our ﬁndings only argue against large-scale directed cell movements,
but do not rule out that small-scale directed cell movements may
occur, which may for example contribute to the sharpening of borders
between separating placodes (Schlosser, 2006, 2010; Streit, 2007).
Moreover, our analysis stopped at early tailbud stage, when the process
of separation and individuation of placodes from the pre-placodal
ectoderm is by no means completed (Schlosser and Ahrens, 2004;
Schlosser and Northcutt, 2000). We can, therefore, not rule out a more
prominent role for cell movements during later stages of placode
development.
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